Kaz Psychic - Distance Selling Regulations
Receipt for Services Commissioned (SAMPLE)
Kaz Psychic
Southport,
England. UK
01704 822 919
kaz@kazpsychic.co.uk

Receipt and Confirmation of Order for: _____________________
Total amount, including delivery and any applicable taxes: £___________________
For: Remote Viewing and/or Problem Solving Services.
Method of payment: debit card ending in ________________
Consultant: Kaz: contact number: 01704 822 919
Services supplied: Remote Viewing, Problem Solving and other services as agreed between the
Client (YOU) and Consultant (Kaz)
Date of order, and Date of Commencement of Order:

Dear __________________________,
Thank you for your order with Kaz Psychic.
In placing this order, you acknowledge that you have read and understood the following conditions:
1. Kaz is dedicated to helping you achieve what is important in your life, and you recognize that your
full cooperation is an essential part of that. Above all, you must be positive and patient and must not
dwell on the problems Kaz is working to resolve. Impatience a negative mindset will adversely
impact the work Kaz is doing on your behalf.
2. Kaz promises to use her best endeavours to achieve your desired results but she cannot force you or
anyone else to change their feelings or behaviour unless they truly want to change and are willing to
work towards that goal. You agree to trust Kaz and be willing to take her advice, and understand
that barriers to change almost always lie within our-selves.
3. Whilst Kaz will make every effort to achieve a satisfactory outcome for you, you acknowledge that
she cannot guarantee that this outcome will be successfully achieved. Even when a satisfactory result
is achieved in the short term, there is no guarantee that problems will not occur in the future.
4. The work you have commissioned may take place over an extended period, and your continued
cooperation is essential. If you decide to curtail the agreed programme you acknowledge that this is
likely to negatively affect the outcome, for which Kaz can take no responsibility for any ensuing
failure of the work.
5. Frequent calls may interrupt the work Kaz is doing for you, so please don’t phone unless it’s
important or Kaz has asked you to call.
6. To comply with the Consumer Protection (Distance Selling) Regulations 2000 Kaz has to give you

certain information about your order and your right of cancellation. In particular, you acknowledge
that since delivery of the work you have commissioned starts immediately, the Right of Cancellation
normally provided under the Regulations does not apply. Any materials supplied as part of this
order such as CDs, charts, etc., are personal to you and cannot be resold or supplied to any other
client and are therefore not returnable.
7. Your satisfaction is very important to Kaz. It is our Trading Policy to do our very best to ensure a
satisfactory outcome for all our clients and to deal fairly with everyone with whom we come into
contact. If there is any aspect of our service to you with which you are dissatisfied or which you feel
could be improved please let Kaz know. Our postal address, email address, and a phone number
(for account queries only please) are shown above.

List of services commissioned:

